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S~Preface ]
I
I

At the time of the writing of this thesis, there has

been very little work accomplished in the area of high

power Continuous Wave (CW) semiconductor lasers. The cur-

rent emphasis in the development of semiconductor laser

technology is centered about low power applications in the

area of optical communications and integration of the

lasers with fiber optics. The principal interest in high
toi

power CW devices is for use as illuminators and range find-

ers in reconnaissance systems developed for military appli-

cations. Consequently, there does not exist, to my knowl-

edge, any publication which treats the recent technological

developments, in the field of semiconductor lasers, in the

_r pepcc-ive-ef--h4tkh-power- application•s. In my " mtran of t.....-

this problem, I have divided the thesis into two parts. In

the first part, consisting of Chapters I, II, and III, I

will present the basic information that is known today about

semiconductor lasers. In the second part, consisting of

Chapters IV, V, and VI, I will apply this information to the

special case of the high power CW laser, to determine what

parameters can be optimized to achieve the maximum CW out-

put power from the device.

The plots of output power as a function of lengLh,

width and reflectivity in Chapters IV and V are intended to I
show the trends in Pout as the different parameters are



varied. Although these trends are quite spectacular, par-

ticularly with respect to changing length, the numerical

values of Pout indicated should be interpreted with caution.

The output power of a real device will aDDroach these val-

ues, depending on the purity of the semiconductor material

and the uniformity of the optical cavity formed by the

crystal growth process.

Thanks are due to Dr. Ron Paulson and Dr. Brad Sowers

of the Electro-Optics branch of the Air Force Avionics Lab-

oratory, who have provided me with the practical motivation

to pursue this topic. Thanks are also due to Dr. Bob

Henghold of the AFIT Physics Department for his support. I 1

wish to especially thank my thesis advisor, Dr. Ted Luke of

the AFIT Physics Department for his continued and extremely

valuable assistance and encouragement during my pursuit of

the solution to this problem. I believe a very special

acknowlF.dgement is appropriate for the continued support of

my wonderful family--wife Janet, son John, and my late

mother Sally, who passed away in March. I wish to express

a final note of thanks to my typist, Mrs. Olivia Davis.

John C. Griffin, III
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Notaktion

A Cross sectional area of laser diode equal to productS~LW.

A2 1  Einstein "A" coefficient defined as the probability
per unit time of spontaneous emission resulting from
a state 2 to state I atomic transition.

B2 1  Einstein "B" coefficient defined as the probability
per unit time of stimulated emission from state 2 to
state I atomic transition resulting from exposure to
radiation.

B1 2  Einstein "B" coeffizient defined as the probability
per unit time of a state 1 to state 2 atomic transi-
tion resulting from absorption of radiation.

C Parameter defined as (l/L)ln(1/R).

c Velocity of light in free space (3.0 x 108 m/sec).

d Thickness of an optical cavity.

E Energy.

Ef Fermi Level.

Efc Conduction Band Fermi Level.

Efv Valence Band Fermi Level.

E Energy Bandgap.

e Electronic charge (1.602 x 10-19 Coul).
Se_ Exponential (2.718).

C Constant that depends on the scattering losses at

the sidewall of the Fabry-Perot cavity.

g(P) Lineshape funct ion.

h Planck's constant (6.626 x 10-34 Joule-sec).

I Current.

It Threshold current.

Iu Intensity of radiation.

J Current density.
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iJt Threshold current density.

K(OO Complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

k Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10W23 Joule/deg K).

L Length of the optical cavity.

la Natural logarithm.

N1 Number of atoms per unit volume in state 1.

N2  Number of atoms per unit volume in state 2.

n Index of refraction.

n, Number of electrons in state 1.

n2 Number of electrons in state 2.

P Power.

Pout Output power of laser.

Pstim Power due to stimulated emission.

q Integer (192v394.....).

R Square root of the pr duct of laser facetreflectivities (rlr2)••

Rs Series resistance.

rI Reflectivity of laser facet 1.

r 2  Reflectivity of laser facet 2.

t Thickness of active region (carrier rocombination
region).

tspon Lifetime of a spontaneous transition.

trecom Time required for an electron uole recombination.

T Temperature.

V Voltage.

Transition rate from atomic state 1 to atomic
state 2.

W21 Transition rate from atomic state 2 to atomic
state 1.
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Wi(P) Induced transition rate.

Zth Spreading resistance.

2 Longitudinal distance into lasing mediumt

a Total internal absorption coefficient.

CID Absorption coefficient due to diffraction.

Clfc Absorption coefficient due to free carrier absorp-
tioln.

SAbsorption coefficient due to scattering.

P(m) Laser gain factor.

V Temperature dependent laser performance factor.

Y•i Internal quantum efficiency.

next External quantum efficiency.

Thermal conductivity.

X Wavelength of radiation in free space.

V Frequency of radiation.

P Electrical resistivity.

P(V) Energy densi4y-----
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Abstract

A review of fundamental semiconductor laser theory

is presented, followed by a theoretical analysis of the

figures of merit, which affect high power CW operation.

It is postulated that high CW power of the order of several

watts can be obtained from long lasers with low end reflec-

tivities. The removal of heat from the junction region

can be best accomplished in narrow lasers with a width near

50 micrometers. Further optimization of output power can

be achieved in devices with a thin optical cavity. However, A

the optical cavity must be sufficiently thick to provide an

output facet area large enough to accommodate high optical

flux, without experiencing catastrophic damage. Diffused

homojunction structures are not suitable for implementing

these parameters. A Large Optical Cavity, epitaxially

grown heterostructure device appears to be the most suitable

structure for high power CW operation. Trends in output

power with varying laser length, width, reflectivity, and

cavity thick;-2ss are presented graphically.
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HIGH POWER CONTINUOUS WAVE

SEMICONDUCTOR INJECTION LASER

I. Introduction

Background

The ability to conduct real time battlefield sur-

veillance during an armed conflict has become increasingly

important to our military commanders in recent years. Con-

ventional methods of reconnaissance (such as photography)

require far too much time between the moment when the army

field commander submits his request for reconnaissance and

the time when he receives his information. Moderate suc-

cess has been achieved in recent years through the use of

systems such as the UPD-4 Side Looking Radar System (SLR),

manufactured by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. This sys-

tem is currently deployed in Europe aboard the RF-4C air-

craft and has data-link capability, which has provided mil-

itary commanders with real time information about major

battlefield movements during the simulated combat Reforger

exercises in Germany each fall, since 1976. There are,

however, limitations on the resolution of this system.

Recent advances in Electro-Optical technology have

generated interest in the feasibility of an electro-optical

real timte imagery gathering system for tactical reconn. "-j

sance applications. The KA-98/Day-Night Sensor syste;

1



manufactured by the Perkin-Elmer Corporation was recently

tested in a Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) (Ref 1) and is

also suitable for use in a manned aircraft such as the

RF-4C. This system utilizes a liquid nitrogen cooled Gal-

lium Arsenide semiconductor laser to provide illumination
in conjunction with a silicon detector.

Planned development of systems similar to, but more

sophisticated than theiKA-98 has indicated the need for an

illumination source capable of high power output and" rapid

frequency response (Ref 2). The frequency at which GaAs

lasers can be- successfully modulated, via pulsed modulation

of the input current is ultimately limited by the drift

velocity of the electrons in the material (Ref 3:284).

Semiconductor lasers can be modulated at high frequencies

(in the GHz range) if they are operated Continuous Wave

(CW) and the modulation is imposed on the CW output as

shown in Fig. 1. This technique has been used quite suc-

cessfully for the low power CW case, in the area of high A

bit rate fiber optical communications systems (Ref 4;5).

However, very little work has been done for the high power

(greater than 1 Watt) CW case. Ternary heterostructure

GaAs-AlGaAs lasers capable of CW output as high as 2.5 Watts 4

were fabricated by Laser Diode Laboratories in 1976 under J
contract with the Air Force Avionics Laboratory (Ref 6:50).

These devices were tested at the Air Force Institute of

Technology (as part of a master's degree thesis in 1977)

under CW and RF current modulated (25 MHz) conditions

2
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(Ref 7:41). Although ti, devices were successfully oper-

ated CW, catastrophic failure of three devices, which were

RF modulated, occurred (Ref 7:41). The requirement for

further study of the operating parameters affecting the

CW output of a semiconductor laser formed the motivation

for the present thesis.

Statement of the Problem

The broad problem is to determine the best possible

combination of semiconductor material and laser structure

that will result in a device which will yield a high power

(greater than I Watt) CW output; and can be successfully

RF modulated. The first step in the solution of this broad

problem comprises the specific problem to be addressed in

this thesis: namely, what are the optimum material param-

eters and the optimum laser structure, which will provide a

device capable of maximum CW output power.

Assumptions

For the purpose of this thesis, Gallium Arsenide has

been selected as the basic laser material. The motivation

behind this assumption was to reduce the number of vari-

ables in the overall problem of optimizing output power, by

starting with a material about which a substantial amount

of information was currently available. GaAs has been the

most popular choice for development and was chosen for the

purposes of this thesis, since it is a direct-bandgap semi-

conductor, and has comparatively good thermal conductivity

4
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at low temperatures. The advantages of these characteris-

tics will be discussed in Chapter IV.

ADproach

The thesis will consist of two sections. In the

first section, the basic figures of merit of a semiconduc-

tor laser will be studied to determine their relationship

to each other and ultimately to the output power of the

laser. In the second, the various structures of the GaAs

laser will be studied to determine how the figures of merit

for high power operation might be realized.

In Chapter II, paralleling a treatment by Yariv, the

fundamental theory governing the operation of all lasers

will be presented. This theory will then be applied to the

special case of the semiconductor laser, leading to general

I- expressions for the threshold current and output power of

these devices. The existing homojunction and heterojunc-

tion lasers as well as the different types of optical cavi-

ties will be presented in Chapter III.

In Chapter IV, a Gallium Arsenide device operating in

a Fabry-Perot cavity is assumed. The effect of changing

laser length, reflectivity, width, optical cavity thiclcness,

and carrier recombination region thickness on the output

power is presented graphically. It will be shown that long

lasers with low end reflectivities are theoretically capa-

ble of producing high CW output power of the order of sev-

eral watts. Output power can be further optimized in

,5



devices with thin optical cavities. However, the optical

cavity must be sufficiently thick xo provide an output

facet area large enough to withstand high optical flux with-

out experiencing catastrophic failure. The Large Optical

Cavity heterostructure laser appears to be the most suit-

able .structure for implementing these results, due to the

fact that a thin carrier recombination region (less than

'7 1 micrometer) can be maintained within a relatively thick

optical cavity several micrometers thick.

Thermal effects resulting from junction heating will

be discussed in Chapter V. It will be shown that increas-

ing laser length while maintaining a relatively small width

will result in increased output power, without signifi-

cantly increasing the junction operating temperature.

Finally, a discussion of the various laser degrada-

tion phenomena, including catastrophic laser degradation,[ will be presented in the Appendix.

6



II. Fundamental Semiconductor Laser Theory

The basic relationships describing the generation of

coherent radiation will be developed in the first part of

this section. These relationships are valid for all types

of lasers. Next) the properties of semiconductors will be

discussed and the basic laser relationships will be applied

to the special case of the semiconductor. An expressionI for the threshold current for lasing in a semiconductor

Flaser will be obtained. Finally, an expression for the

V ~ total output power of t.he semiconductor laser will be pre-

sented.

Fundamental Laser Theory

The operation of any laser is characterized by the

stimulated emission of radiation. This stimulated emission

is one of three dominant processes that occur in an atomic

system subjected to electromagnetic radiation; the other two

-* are absorbtion and spontaneous emission. It is important

to establish the relationship between the intensity, I., of

the radiation incident on the lasing medium, and the transi.-

tion rates for the three processes mentioned above. The

following derivation follows the treatment of this problem

by Yariv (Ref 8:94-98).

The assumption will be made that there now exists a

collection of identical atoms, capable of two distinct

7



energy states, subjected to a radiative field of energy

density distributed in frequency uniformly about the tran-

sition frequency. This enerqy density is defined as P(iP).

The transition rate per atom from state 2 to 1 is defined

as W2 1 and the transition rate from state 1 to 2 is defined

as W.2 , with A and B defined as the Einstein Coefficients.

W2 1 = B2 1 P(P) + A2 1  (1)

Wi2 = B1 2 P(V) (2)

It is further assumed that the atoms are in thermal equilib-

rium with a blackbody radiation field at temperature T.

Therefore the energy density of the radiative field is

given by the result obtained by Planck (Ref 9s104)

p(/)- 8nrn3 hV3  1 (3)
C3  ehVkT- - I

where n is the index of ref-iction of the medium and c is

the velocity of light in a vacuum.

At thermal equilibrium, the number of 2 to 1 transi-

tions must equal the number of 1 to 2 transitions in a

given time interval so

N2 W2 1 = NlW1 2  (4)

where N2 and N1 are the number of atoms per unit volume in

states 2 and 1 respectively.

Since the atoms are in thermal equilibrium, the ratio

8
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N2 /N 1 is g'ven by the Boltzman relationship

N2  e -hV/kT

N1

Solving Eq (4) for N2 /N 1 and equating it to Eq (5) and sub-

stituting P(P) from Eq (3) yields

8 ffn 3 hV3  A2 1  (6)
c3 (ehV/kT hV/)
•'c~eh -Z1) B, , #. k-B2

Fox this equality to hold, the following two Einstein rela-

tionships must hold (Ref 10:124)

B1 2 =B 2 1  (7)

B 12A2.= 8)n 3 hV3  (8) Hi

Pry solving Eq (8) for B2 1 (which equals B1 2 from Eq [7])

and substituting into Eq (2), the induced 2 to 1 (identical

to the J. to 2; transition rate then becomes

C3W12 n 3 h 3 t(V) (9)

where t - A21. This relationship holds for a uniform

spectrum with energy density per unit frequency P(P). From

the standpoint of laser operation, transitions caused by

single frequency radiation are of primary concern. If the

induced transition rate for such transitions is denoted

9
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Wi(V), then

Wi( 3 3 _ V) (10)
W -• n 3 hv 3 tspon

where g(V) is the lineshape function of the transition.

In terms of intensity, I.,, this becomes

wi(V) - C , g(O') (11)
2 3t 8 7rn~hV~spon

If an atomic system with N, atoms per unit volume in

r state I and N2 atoms per unit volume in state 2 is assumed,

then the power generated per unit volume is

p - (N 2 -Nl)wihv (12). volume

Then, assuming no losses, the incremental increase in in- I

tensity dI. per unit distance dz into the laser medium will

equal the power generated per unit volume so from Eq (12)

dl,
- (N 2 -N1 )Wihl (13)

dz 2-
and substituting Eq (11) into Eq (13) yields

(N2-N gN-14)
dz 23N) 8r 2 2t ()(4

spon'

The solution of Eq (14) is

I,,(z) = I, (O)ep(i')Z ;.1)

10



where the gain term

c 2
) (N2 - N1 ) C g(p) (ic)

Off n2L'2•. tspon

It can be seen that when N2 is greater than N1 , that is

when a "population inversion" exists, that the intensity

of the radiation increases exponentially with the distance

x into the medium. This is a prerequisite for the operation

of any laser.

Emission and Absorption of Radiation
in the Semiconductor

In a semiconductor, carrier (electron or hole) tran-

sitions occur between the conduction and valence bands.

These bands are distributed in energy, unlike the atomic

states (in solid state and gas lasers) which are charac-

terized by well defined energy levels.

The goal of achieving stimulated emission in a

semi-conductor laser is attained in a forward biased

doubly degenerate R-a junction (Ref 8t177). A semiconduc-

tor is defined as degenerate when it is so heavily doped

that the impurity concentration approaches, or is greater
than the density of states (Nv or Nc) of the intrinsic

materxal. When this is true, the Fermi Level lies

in the conduction or valence band (Ref 11:151). (When

the semiconductor is non-degenerate, the Fermi level lies

in the energy gap). A doubly degenerate region in the R-a

junction, then, is formed by heavily doping the a side of

i 11



the junction so that the Fermi Level lies in the conduction

band and heavily doping the p side so that the Fermi Level

lies in the valence band. Under steady state conditions

(applied voltage equal to zero), these Fermi Levels must be

aligned as shown in Fig. 2(a). When a forward bias (applied

voltage approximately equal to Eg/e) is applied to the junc-

tion, the band structure changes as shown in Fig. 2(b). As

a result of the applied voltage, there now exists a thin

region in the semiconductor encompassing the junction, known

as the "active region" or "recombination region," which is

doubly degenerate and contains both electrons and holes. A

unique characteristic of this process, not common to other

lasers, is that the injected carriers (electrons or holes)

contribute directly to replenishing the conduction and

valence bands. The population inversion, then, is created

directly by the injected current. The electrons from the

conduction band of the a side are now free to recombine with

the holes from the valence band of the R side in the active

region resulting in the emission of light of frequency equal

to E./h (Ref 13:25). When this process occurs inside an

optical eavity, lasing action is sustained and the popula-

tion inversion is maintained by the injected current.

An important consideration affecting this process is

whether the semiconductor material has a direct or an indi-

rect bandgap. When the conduction band energy minimum is

aligned with the valence band energy maximum, as a function

12



, n p

,•. • States occupied

v- by electrons

Etc ______

hEg (b)

Ev E...,

Hactive region

PFig. 2. Energy Band Diagram of Degenerate 2-n Junction
(a) V a 0; (b) V = Eg/e (Ref 12:24)

of momentum (Fig. 3[a]), the semiconductor is said to have

a direct bandgap; when these points do not coincide, the

semiconductor is said to have an indirect bandgap (Fig. 3[b)).

In a transition such as that shown in Fig. 3(b), the emitted

photon can account for only part of the large momentum

change. Normally a phonon is emitted along with the photon

to make up for the additional momentum, so that momentum is

conserved in the process. Two undesirable results of this

S~process, from the standpoint of efficiency, are that the
phonon carries away a portion of the energy resulting from

the transition and contributes to the internal heating of

the junction region (Ref 13:204-207). j
13



Wh

• , Momentum,.
, , Momentum

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Y.nergy Band Diagram of (a) Direct Bandg~ap Material
and (b) "i'ndirect Bandgap Material (Line 1 represents the
conduction band and line 2 represents the valence band.)(Ref13,20)1

If a junction with a mode volume described by V =dLW

is considered (Fig. 4), and the electron densities per unit
volume in states I and 2 are substituted for the atom densi-

ties per unit volume in Eq .(16), then the gain constant
becomesMJ

2!

(a ) g(b) )17) J
dLW' 8 iT n2 V, 2 %recom

cdIn most semiconductol lasers, the active region thick-

ness, t, is less than the mode thickness, de If, given a d

low temperatures and n2 is assumed to be zero, then a

n2 E ( te (18)tc

brecom e

_ '(1418
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Fig. 4. Mode Volume (Product dLW) encompassing the optical
mode emitted from a R-n junction with Carrier Recombination
Region consisting of volume product tLW

where )7i is the internal quantum efficiency and I is the
J

injected current.

Then, since A = LW, the cross sectional area for

current flow

c g(V) 2 gI (19P (•)ffi 2 2 -7-(19)
8 rn•2 V ed \A/

To determine the threshold for lasing, the expression Re

is set equal to one (Ref 8:182), with fit the gain factor

at threshold, a the total internal loss term, and R the

reflectivity such that R = (r 1 r 2 )I/2 with r, and r 2 the

reflectivities of the cavity facets. Then from Eq (19)

S~15
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i where It is the threshold current for lasing. Substituting

Av =A AE/h and v c/Ayields

it 87rn2 e2 d AE [a + 1 in (1)] (21)
t2  L - R

where J is the threshold current density, X is the wave-

length of the radiation, and AE is the linewidth of the

spontaneous radiation in electron volts. A more rigorous

treatment of the threshold current density by Casey and Pan-

ish (Ref 33:181-183) and Stern (Ref 14:437) includes a fac-

tor Y in the expression for J so that

87rn 2 e 2 d AE Y [c + I- in 1.)]

X2 h ni L R

Further analysis of Y, other than to state that it is a

function of temperature and doping, is beyond the scope of

this thesis. 7 has been tabulated by Stern (Ref 14:438) for

different values of doping and temperature.

Output Power of the

Semiconductor Laser

The power emitted by a semiconductor laser as a result

of stimulated emission is (Ref 8:185)

e (I -It) Ii h' (23)

e
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"where n. is the internal quantum efficiency of the device.

The fraction of this power that is realized as output is

determined by the total internal absorption of the device 0,

and the ratio (I/L)I 2n(I/R), which will be referred to later

in this thesis as parameter C. The output power Pou then

becomes (Ref 8:185)

(I -It) i hP (1/L)n(/R)
L or t (P' e + (1/L)lnf(1/R) )24)

i or

I e out2 c=) (25)Pote •+ C

!i i

I.'
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III. The Semiconductor Laser

The various types of semiconductor lasers will be

discussed in this section. Some of the different :'ethods

of laser fabrication will be discussed briefly. Finally,

the different types of optical cavities will be presented.

"The discussion of semiconductors in this section will be

limited to those made of GaAs and its compounds.

The Homojunction Laser

The first successful semiconductor lasers were homo-

junction devices, developed in 1962 by Nathan et al.

(Ref 15), Quist et al. (Ref 16), Hall et al. (Ref 17), and

Holonyak et al. (Ref 18). The homojunction laser is so

called because. it is made from a single piece of semicon-

ductor material. The usual .method of forming the junction

is by diffusing an acceptor element such as Zinc into a

GaAs substrate, which has been doped negatively with an

element such as Selenium. A small volume enclosing the

resulting p-n junction is called the "active region." It

is here that the lasing action takes place. The radiation

from the device is emitted from the active region parallel

k to the plane of the junction as shown in Fig. 5.

L!

The Heteroiunction Laser

The first heterojunction laser was proposed by

Kroemer in 1963 (Ref 20). The heterojunction laser is so

18
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n-Ga As

substrate
A IVE REGION

Fig. 5. Typical Homojunction Laser (Ref 19:1513)

called because the device consists of several layers of

semiconductor materials, which are normally, epitaxially

grown solid solutions such as Al.Gal_,As (Fig. 6). The

principal advantage of the heterojunction laser over the

homojunction laser is that the carriers (electrons and

holes) and the optical mode can be more efficiently con-

fined to a definite volume bounded by the heterojunctions.

This results in decreased losses of both carriers and radi-

ation to the area surrounding the active region. The per-

centage of Aluminum present in a layer is normally

indicated by a variable x, y, or z contained in the ex-
Fi

pression for the chemical compound. For example,

AlxGal_xAs contains an x fraction of Aluminum and a (l-x)

fraction of Gallium. Two very important parameters of

the compound can be altered by changing the variable x.

19



n- (AI Ga) As substate

n-(AI Ga)As
n-GaAs _ P-GaAs1

P -AI Ga) As

HEAT SINK

Fig. 6. Large Optical Cavity Heterostructure Laser proposed
by Lockwood et al. (l)--Optical Cavity; (2)--Recombination
Region (Ref 22:499)

The index of refraction n, can be varied from 2.9 for AlAs

(x = 1) to 3.6 for GaAs (x = 0) (Ref 21:463). The energy

bandgap, Egt varies from a direct gap of 1.424 eV for

GaAs (x = 0) to an indirect gap of 1.92 eV for AlO 3 7 Ga 0 . 6 As

to an indirect gap-of 3.1 eV for AlAs (x = 1) (Ref 19:1512-

1514)'.

Several types of heterojunctions have evolved from

the original concept. The Single Heterostructure (SH) laser

contains only one heterojunction so that the radiation is

confined at only one boundary. The Double Heterostructure

(DH) laser contains two heterojunctions such that the car-

riers and radiation are bounded on both sides of the active

region. The Separate Confinement Heterostructure (SCH)

laser is characterized by confinement of the carriers to a

20



restricted region within the optical cavity (Ref 19:1521-

1527). The Large Optical Cavity (LOC) laser described by

Lockwood et al. (Ref 22) is a typical example of the SCH

laser, since it consists of a very thin active region (less

than 1 micrometer) located in a relatively thick (several

micrometers) optical cavity (Fig. 6). More sophisticated

versions of the SCH laser, which have been developed

recently are the Ternary Heterostructure (TH) and Quarten-

ary Heterostructure (QH) lasers. These devices have addi-

tional layers of AlyGal.yAs bounding the active region,

resulting in even more efficient confinement of the radia-

tion (Ref 6:9-11). A schematic diagram of typical SH, DH,

TH, and QH lasers with a qualitative representation of the

relative bandgap Eg. and index of refraction n, for each

laser is depicted in Fig. 7.

The fabrication of heterojunction lasers was made

possible by the development of several crystal growth pro-

cesses. The most common ones are Liquid Phase Epitaxy

(LPE), Vapor Phase Epitaxy (VPE), Molecular Beam Epitaxy

(MBE), and Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD).

LPE is currently the most widely used technique of these.

LPE and VPE are accomplished by the growth of successive

layers of GaAs and Al.Gal.,As onto the (100) crystalographic

surface of a GaAs substrate. The layers are grown by bring-

ing the different solutions into contact with a seed, while

cooling (Ref 19:1513). Lattice matching of the different

layers is very important and is readily accomplished since
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Structure BandL.2L
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p GaAs (a)

n Ga •Al As
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p Gal_xAlxAS /-
pD GaAsJ )
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n Ga1 lAlAs

n GaAs

p GaAs

p Gal_yAlyAs

p GalxAlxAs--
p GaAs (d)
n GaI_xAlxAs_

n Ga _YAlyAs
n GaAs

Fig. 7. Typical Heterostructure Lasers with a qualitative
representation of bandgap, E, and index of refraction, n.
(a) SH Laser (x=0.07); (b) DH Laser (x=0.30, y=0.00); (c) THLaser (x=0.409 y=0.039 z=0.1G); (d) QH Laser (x=0(25, y=0.04)

(Ref 6:7-11)
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the lattice parameters of 5.6535 Angstroms for GaAs and

5.6390 Angstroms for AlAs are very close (Ref 21s457).

MBE and M0CVD are relatively new techniques. MBE is accom-

plished by directing a beam of Gallium, Aluminum, and elopant

atoms and Arsenic molecules onto a heated substrate of GaAs

under very high vacuum conditions (Ref 19s1514). Success-

ful operation of DH lasers prepared by this technique has

been achieved by Cho et al. (Ref 23). The first successful

growth of an AlGaAs/GaAs DH laser entirely by MOCVD was

reported by Dupis and Dapkus in 1977 (Ref 24). The princi-

pal advantage of this technique over the others is that

large area (greater than 12 cm2 ) layers of AlxGal.xAs can

be uniformly grown (Ref 24:466). In all of these methods,

the growth of the layers on the substrate, oriented in the

(100) direction, permits cleaving the wafer in the (110)

direction. Cleaving the wafer in this direction provides

the reflecting facets needed to form the Fabry-Perot cavity,

which will be discussed in the next section.

The Optical Cavity

There is a wide variety of optical cavities in which

the lasing process can be sustained. The three major geo-

metrical arrangements, shown ir Fig. 8 are the circular,

triangular, and rectangular (Ref 11:701). There are two

types of rectangular cavities. One has four sides of the

rectangle polished, so that the radiation is emitted in

four directions. The other type has two opposing sides pol-

ished and the remaining two sides roughened (normally I
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cutting with a saw or by proton bombardment). The type

with two polished sides is called the Fabry-Perot cavity

and is the most widely used of all cavity designs today for

semiconductor lasers (Pig. 9).

It is difficult to obtain a single stable longitu-

dinal mode from the conventional Fabry-Perot cavity, par-

ticularly at high operating currents (Ref 19:1529-1530).

In 1971 Kogelnik arid Shank introduced the concept that the

Fabry-Perot mirrors could be replaced by a feedback mecha-

nism provided by Bragg scattering from a grating within the

lasing medium (Ref 25). Lasers with this type of cavity

have core to be known as Distributed Feedback (DFB) lasers,

A typical DFB device is depicted in Fig. 10 (Ref 26:123).

Finally, a ring laser recently operated successfully

by Matsumato and Kumabe (Ref 27), is shown in Fig. 11. How-

ever, the design of an output coupler is necessary before

the radiation can be extracted from this device.

25
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ROUGHENED ISIDE *..,CLEAVED
SIDE -

RADIATION

Fig. 9. Typical Fabry-Perot Cavity

* 3

Fig. 10. Typical Distributed Feedback Laser: (1) p-GaAs;

(2) p-Gao. 6 5 A10 . 3 5 Asl (3) p-Gao 8 (A10.1As; (4) p-Gao. 9 5

Al0 .0 5As; (5) n-Gao. 6 5 Alo. 3 5 As; (6) n-GaAs (Ref 26:123) A

2!

substrate 4

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Typical Ring Laser (Ref 27:1396)
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IV. .Octimization of the Laser Desian
for Maximum Output Power

The basic theory governing the operation of the semi-

conductor laser has been presented; and, the various types

of devices which have been successfully operated based ona
this theory have been described. In this section, this

information will be analyzed to determine which type of

laser design will provide the device capable of yielding

the maximum continuous wave, output power.

The Material

Gallium Arsenide has been selected as the basic laser

material for the purpose of this thesis. The principal

motivation for this choice was to reduce the number of var-

iables in the overall problem of optimizing output powers

by starting with a material about which a substantial amount

of information was currently available. Gallium Arsenide

has been the most popular candidate, to date, for develop- -

ment, primarily because it is a direct bandgap material,

Indirect bandgap materials are not suitable for development

as high power CW devices due to the fact that phonons are

normally emitted along with the photons during electron

transitions, as discussed in Chapter II* These phonons con-

tribute to internal heating in the semiconductor limiting

the maximum power obtainable from the device. Also, the
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electron transitions resulting in stimulated emission have

4
a greater probability of occurrence in direct bandgap

materials than in those with an indirect bandgap. There-

fore, greater total amplification of the radiation and con-

sequently, greater output power will result in lasers made

from a di 2 ect bandgap material (Ref 12:15-16). Although

the ideas presented in this chapter are based on the specif-

ic characteristics of GaAs, they should be applicable to

other Group III-V compounds. It should be noted, however,

that the thermal conductivity of Group III-V ternary com-

pounds (e.g., AlxGal_xAs) and quartenary compounds (e.g.,

InxGal-,sxAsyPl-y) is substantially lower than that of the

pure materials (Ref 28:1293). Thermal conductivity is an

important parameter in the design of a CW laser and will be

discussed in Chapter V.

The Cavity

The Fabry-Perot rectangular optical cavity (Fig. 9)"

has historically been the most practical and efficient cav-

ity for the semiconductor laser. The principal advantage

of this design is that the parallel reflecting facets can

be conveniently formed by cleaving the GaAs crystal along

the (110) crystalographic plane. The sides of the cavity

are normally roughened by sawing.

Optimization of the Cavity

Dimensions

In Chapter II, an expression for the total output

power of a semiconductor was presented
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(I It) hV (/L)ln(1/R)

S~~~~Pout .... ..
rout~ a7 +i (l/LQln(l/R) )(4

It (LW) C8,n e dAE rcs+ (1/L)Ln(l/R)] (26)
X2 h 1i

In this section, Eq (24) will be analyzed to determine how

the variables L, W, and d affect Pout and how these vari-

ables may be optimized to achieve the maximum output power.

Two important assumptions have been made to accomplish this.

First, thermal effects, as a result of junction heating,

have been neglected (this topic will be discussed in Chap-

ter V). Second, a constant absorption coefficient a, is

assumed (absorption effects will be discussed in The next

section). The following typical experimental values of

GaAs lasers will be assumed for the purposes of the computa-

tions in this section: Theat sink = 77K; •i = 1;

A = 0.84 x 10 m; P = 3.571 x 10 Hz; n = 3.6; AE = 0.025eV

(Ref 21:438); 7 = 3.1 (Ref 21:438); and a = 6 cm"1 .

A uniform current density J = 10,000 A/cm2 is assumed

in a device of thickness d = 0.0001 cm and reflectivity

R = 0.30. A plot of Pout against cavity length L, for cav-

ity widths W of 0.005, 0.010t 0.015, and 0.020 cm, was ob-

tained using Eq (24), and is shown in Fig. 12. It can be

seen in general, that increasing the cavity dimensions L

and W will provide a device with greater output power;
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Fig. 12. Output Power vs Cavity Length for Different Values
of Cavity Width (d 0.0001 cm; R m 0.30; J = 10,000 A/cm2 )
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although the device may not necessarily be operating at its

maximum possible external quantum efficiency. 7 1
Assuming a constant absorption coefficient, it is the-

oretically possible to maintain a constant external quantum

efficiency 7 extd while changing the cavity length L. l1ext

is defined as the ratio of the photon output rate (due to

an increase in injected current) to the increase in injected

current (Ref 8:186), and

next =(27)
1 + [CF L/In (l/R)](7

This Can be accomplished by maintaining the parameter i/C,

which appears in Eq (27), at a constant value. C was pre-

*: viously defined

C = (l/L)_n(l/R) (28)

t If C is fixed, then for every value of L, there exists (at

least theoretically) a corresponding value of R. It should

be noted that parameter C appears in both Eq (24) and Eq (26).

SA uniform current density J 10,000 A/cm, is again

assumed in a device of thickness d = 0.0001 cm, but the

reflectivity R is now aitered with each value of cavity

length to maintain a constant value of 30 cm for param-

eter C. Pout is plotted against L (with corresponding val-

ues of R) for cavity widths of 0.005, 0.010, 0.015, and

0.020 cm in Fig. 13. There is a marked increase in output

power for a given length, compared to the values shown in

Fig. 12. This increase is most pronounced for values of W

which are small compared to 1.,, that is when the ratio W/f
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Fig. 13. Output Power vs Length and Reflectivity for
Different Values of Width (d = 0.0001 cm; C = 30.0 cm';
J = 10,000 A/cm2 ; Jt - 500 A/cm2; qext = 0.83)
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is much less than unity, which would be the case in a

device with realistic dimensions.

The normal reflectivity for a GaAs - air interface is

between 0.25 and 0.30. This reflectivity can be decreased

through the use of antirefiective coatings. A stuidy of the

effects of antireflective coatings by Ulbrich and Pilkuhn

was accomplished in 1970. In this study, R was varied

between values of 0.25 and 0.05 (for an air interface)

(Ref 30:314), and the results obtained agreed with those

Vpredicted by Eq (27) for different values of R (Ref 30:315).

Consequently, the feasibility of reducing the reflectivity

of the cavity facet, to values in the neighborhood of 0.03

has already been demonstrated.

Another important consideration that will affect the

laser performance is, that for lasing to occur within the

optical cavity, the condition necessary for the propagation

of a standing wave specified by

Xq= 2Ln (29)

must be satisfied (Ref 13:73), where q is an integer.

Although the results of this section indicate that increas-

ing L will result in increasing Pout' it is important to

note that if Eq (29) is not satisfied, the laser may not

operate at all.

Although a thorough analysis of mode generation and

interaction within the optical cavity is beyond the scope

of this thesis, it is important at this point to briefly
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discuss the effect of internal circulating modes on the

laser operation. In experiments with dual cavity lasers,

Ettenberg et al, have observed that the existence of inter-

nal circulating modes results in an abrupt decrease in the

external quantum efficiency of the device, since a substan- -

tial portion of the radiation is lost out the sides of the

cavity. Special cutting or sawing of the sidewalls of the

Fabry-Perot cavity will generally suppress these modes, but

this approach is not always practical (Ref 31:5049). These

modes can also be suppressed by careful selection of the

laser length to width ratio. Ettenberg et al. determined

that for a uniformly pumped semiconductor, the onset of

internal circulating modes will be prevented when

(.275 n I (30)

W In R

where G is a constant dependent on the scattering losses at

the sawed sidewall of the cavity (Ref 31:5050).

The last parameter to be considered in this section

is the cavity thickness d. The Pout is plotted as a func-

tion of d in Fig. 14. It is clear from this figure and from

Eq (24) that Pout will increase linearly with decreasing d.

Although Eq (24) predicts that this increase in Pout is

linear for all d, experiments have shown that if d is

decreased below some critical thickness (near 0.1 x 10-6m),

there is a sharp drop in Pout and a corresponding rapid

rise in Jt (Ref 32:2093). It is believed that this is due
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to the fact that the optical cavity is too thin to accommo-
Sdate the entire optical mode (Ref 19:1521).

• I
Internal Absorption and
Diffraction Effects

The absorption coefficient, a, includes all internal

loss factors in the laser. There are three important loss

factors which contribute to a. The free carrier absorption

Utf• as the name implies, is a result of nonradiative recom-

bination of injected carriers with electrons or holes in

the semiconductor. The scattering a9 , is caused by irreg-

ularities at the boundaries of the optical cavity, and at

impurity centers in the semiconductor, resulting in less

than 100 percent confinement of the optical mode (Ref 33:

174-175). Finally, the diffraction loss, a, occurs due to

the fact that not all of the radiation, which is reflected

by one of the laser facets, is incident on the facet at the

opposite end of the laser. Some of the radiation is dif-

fracted into the surrounding layers of the laser.

Results from experiments with homostructure lasers in

the mid 1960s indicated that the total internal absorption

of a semiconductor increased in proportion to the laser

length, resulting in a corresponding decrease in the exter-

nal quantum efficiency of the device (Ref 34t173). More

recent studies of heterostructure lasers indicate that the

opposite is true. In 1971, Adams and Cross predicted that

the absorption coefficient was inversely proportional to L

(Ref 35t878). This prediction was based on a solution of
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the wave equation for an electromagnetic wave propagating

in the center layer of a three-layer dielectric waveguide.

This model closely approximates the situation existing in a

heterostructure laser. Experimental data obtained by Good-
win and Selway for a heterostructure laser are in close

agreement with this theory (Ref 36:289). A plot of the

theoretical and experimental diffraction loss as a function

L is shown in Fig. 15 (Ref 35:878).

Again using Eq (24), and including the experimental

values for a(L) from Fig. 15, assuming a constant current

density J = 10,000 A/cm2 in a device of thickness

d = 0.0001 cm, and varying the reflectivity with length as

in Fig. 13, Pout is plotted as a function of L in Fig. 16.

It can be seen that when the absorption coefficient is

greater than 6 cm"1 (assumed in Fig. 13) for small L, the

output power is slightly lower and when the absorption coef-

ficient is less than 6 cm-I, for large L, then the output

power is slightly higher for a given length compared to

Fig. 13.
J

Until recently, it was generally assumed that absorp-

tion was only a weak function of temperature, particularly

at low temperatures (Ref 37:565). However, a recent (1978)

study by Hwang et al. indicates that a is a very sensitive

function of temperature down to 10K (Ref 38:32). This

dependence must be due primarily to the contribution from

afc, since as temperature decreases, fewer thermally

excited carriers are available.
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The Laser Structure

The results of the previous section indicate that the

output power of a semiconductor laser can be dramatically

increased by increasing the laser length and width and main- 4
taining a small d.

The Homojunction (diffused junction) Laser is not aJ

suitable structure for implementing these results, prima-

rily because a small optical cavity thickness with definite

geometrical boundaries does not exist in this structure. In

addition, internal absorption of the optical mode in the

regions bordering the active region is very high for the

homojunction laser compared to the epitaxially grown hetero-

structure devices. The slope of the power curves in Figs 12,

13, and 16 would be substantially smaller for homojunction

lasers, since the internal absorption in these devices, due

to inefficient mode confinement, would increase markedly

with increasing length and become the driving function of

Eq (27).

The heterojunction lasers on the other hands provide

excellent confinement of the optical mode to a waveguide

with definite geometrical boundaries formed by the hetero-

junctions. Of the heterostructures presented in Chapter III,

the Double Heterostructure laser theoretically appears to

be the structure capable of producing the highest output

power, since it is characterized by a very small d. How-

ever, an important phenomenon called "catastrophic degrada-

tion," discussed in the Appendix, must be considered at
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this point. If the optical energy flux density exceeds a

certain value at the output facet of the laser, the laser

will fail catastrophically. This flux density can be

reduced by increasing the area of the output facet. A

larger output facet area can be obtained by increasing d.

Increasing d, while maintaining t constant can be achieved

best in the LOC heterostructure laser proposed by Lockwood 1
et al. (Fig. 6) (Ref 22). The major advantage of the LOC

laser is that the carriers can be confined to a narrow

region within the optical cavity. The thickness t, of this

carrier recombination regioni must be much smaller than the

minority carrier diffusion length, so that uniform excita-

tion is achieved in this region (Ref 34:1281). Since the

minority carrier diffusion length in GaAs, for typical dop-

ing levels, is of the order of a few micrometers (Ref 19:

1513), maintaining the thickness t of the recombination

region near 1 micrometer results in a device with a low it

and a high internal quantum efficiency. This is accom-

plished in the LOC laser by proper selection of the Alumi-

num content in the layers bounding the recombination region.

If t is reduced below some critical thickness tV, Jt

increases sharply (Ref 19:1521). This t' is dependent on

temperature and doping and is normally of the order of 0.2

micrometers (Ref 19:1523).

Lockwood et al. demonstrated that lasers with optical

cavities as thick as 30 micrometers could be successfully

operated (Ref 22). A large cavity thickness is feasible in
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these devices due to the fact that the radiation propagates

primarily in the n-type GaAs, which comprises the major por-

tion of the optical cavity (Ref 92:500). The absorption

coefficient in this medium is significantly lower than in

R-type compensated GaAs or in AlGaAs (Ref 22:500,502). It

should be possible to obtain a high power CW output from

such a device if it is cryogenically cooled by a heat sink.

In order to achieve the minimum junction to heat-sink dis-

tance, for most efficient cooling, Kressel et al. recommend

mounting the device on the heat sink with the R-side down

as shown in Fig. 6 (Ref 37:566).

Stripe Geometry

Many GaAs heterostructure lasers have recently been

designed implementing "stripe geometry" (Refs 39; 40; 41).

In these devices a narrow stripe (usually 10-15 micrometers

wide) is formed on the top of the laser, normally through

insulation by SiO2 (Ref 42:94) or SiO (Ref 43:987) as shown

in Fig. 17. The three main advantages of this design are:

(1) Laser emission can be effectively limited to the single

dominant mode; (2) the total operating current of the

device is less for a given current density, since the cur-

rent is spread over a smaller cross-sectional area; and,

(3) degradation, due to the edge effects near the "sawed"

sides of the laser, is reduced, through lateral confinement

of the carriers (Ref 44:207-208).

Although stripe geometry is generally recommended for
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Fig. 17. Typical oxide insulated Stripe Geometry
Heterostructure Laser (Ref 39:25)

low-power CW operation of GaAs lasers used in optical com-

munications (Ref 42:94), there is a major disadvantage of

this design for the high-power case. With the laser mounted

on the heat sink, p side down (Fig. 18), to minimize the

junction to heat-sink distance, the SiO2 acts as a thermal

barrier to heat flowing out of the Junction into the heat

sink (Ref 45:409). The flow of heat is then confined to the

dimensions of the stripe as shown in Fig. 18. Consequently,

greater power can be obtained from a GaAs laser through the

use of broad area contacts or very wide stripe contacts

(Ref 45:409).

Summary

The most significant finding in this section i4 that the

maximum output power can be obtained from long lasers

(1.5 mm to 2.0 mm) with low end reflectivities (0.010 to
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n-(AIGa)As

____ ____P-GaAs

P-(AIGa)As *

p-GaAs

HEAT SINK

SFig. 18. Thermal Heat Flow Model for oxide insulated
stripe geometry heterostructure laser proposed by Garel-
Jones (Ref 45:409)

0.002). The maximum output power will be obtained from a,

devices with a small d, but the minimum value of d is ulti-

mately limited by the catastrophic damage limit of the out-

put facet. Wide lasers will also produce more power than

narrow ones, but W is limited both by the practical consid-

eration that L must be greater than W, and the thermal

restraints on W to be addressed in the next chapter.

Finally, the LOC design is the most suitable design for

implementing these results, since the carriers can be con-

fined to a thin recombination region within a thick optical

cavity with a large area output facet, that can accommodate

the high optical flux present in a high power device.
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V. Thermal Effects

The maximum power, which can be obtained from a

semiconductor injection laser, operated CW, is ultimately

limited by heating in the junction region. Very high tem-

peratures in the junction will contribute to the gradual

degradation of the device, discussed in the Appendix, and

will eventually alter the normal electronic processes tak-

ing place in the crystal, rendering the device unuseable

(Ref 46:303). The four major sources of junction heating

in the injection laser are: (1) that created by absorption

of coherent light, (2) that created by non-radiative recom-

bination of injected carriers, (3) that created by the

losses necessary to achieve threshold, and (4) that due to

ohmic heating (Ref 47:534).

The most widely used method of lowering the junction

operating temperature is by connecting the laser to a heat

sink. In 1965 Ciftan and Debye obtained CW power greater

than 7.2 W from a homojunction GaAs laser, operated at 4.2K,

through contact with a liquid Helium cooled heat sink

(Ref 48). Other early experiments concentrated on optimiz-

ing laser performance utilizing a double-sided heat sink

cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature of 77K (Refs 49; 50;

51). A typical example of the double-sided heat sink is

shown in Fig. 19. Copper is the most popular choice for a
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Fig. 19. Double-Sided heat sink proposed by Marinace

(Ref 49:543)

heat-sink material, due to its very high thermal conduc-

tivity and relatively low cost (compared to gold, for exam-

ple). Copper and GaAs, however, have significantly differ-

ent thermal expansion coefficients (Ref 42:94). This is

believed to be the cause of crystal "microcracks" observed

in the GaAs when the laser is operated in a double-sided

heat sink, through several thermal cycles from 77K to room

temperature (kef 52:30). As a result, most of the recent

lasers, designed for cryogenic operation utilize single-

sided heat sinks (Ref 6:27; 45:409). For optimum removal

of heat from the junction, using a single-sided heat sink,

the junction to heat-sink distance must be as small as pos-

sible.

Studies of the optimum laser length and width result-

ing in maxiimum CW power output, based on thermal limita-

tions have been accomplished by Vilms et al. (Ref 53) and

Pilkuhn and Guettler (Ref 54) for homostructure lasers.
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The analysis by Pilkuhn and Guettler is more recent

(1968) and comprehensive. In their analysis they assumed

the rectangular Fabry-Perot cavity could be approximated by
an ellipse, in order to calculate the thermal spreading

resistance, Zth (Ref 46:308). For their model, they

obtained the following expression for Pstim' the laser out-

put due to stimulated emission (Ref 54:134):

1/21

P 1 2 (1 _ ex)2 + s 4Vi Rs ex
'7x)stim )V/ext es .

V(1 - ex) (30)

where Rs is the series resistance and

Pd
Rs =- (31)LW

and Zth is the spreading resistance and

z K(I -W 2 L (32)
th 2V-KL

where K(k) = F(k, 7r/2) is a complete elliptic integral of

the first kind (Ref 55:767-768), K is the thermal con-

ductivity, W is the laser width, L is the laser length, I+

is the threshold current, V is the voltage such that eV is

the bandgap energy, and 4ext is the external quantum effi-

ciency with

.(27)17ext = L

1+ ln(l/R)
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where ni is the internal quantum efficiency, 0 the totali-

internal absorption coefficient, and R is the reflectivity.

Pilkuhn and Guettler determined that for constant R of

0.215 that the optimum values of L and W to maximize Pstim

were 4.5 x 10" 2 cm and 1 x 10- 3 cm respectively (Ref 54:

134-135). Pstim' however, may be further increased, by

changing R (this was not done by Pilkuhn and Guettler).

Appropriate substitution of Eqs (31) and (32) into

Eq (30) yields the following expression for Pstim3

2

~stm (L)V)ex{LV(iPnext)) 2VW7KAT
-- i 2 W)ddK - W2 /L 2 )

1/2
VJtnext _ V(l - nx)

S]2je t - r33)

Pd 2Pd t

where Jt is the threshold current density. In addition to

the term LW, which has been factored out of Eq (33), L and

W are found in the next terms and in the term

2/W--KAT/ PdWK(l - W2 /L 2 ). Assuming a'constant absorption

coefficient, if L is varied, R can be changed an appropri-

ate .amount such that a constant external quantum efficiency

can be maintained as was done in Chapter IV. For example,

le t :i = i 01 = 6cm"I L = 350 micrometers and R = 0.3,t

then from Eq (27), next = 0.85 and from Eq (28) C is equal
to 34.4 cm-I. If C is held constant, and L is doubled to

equal 700 micrometers, then solution of the expression
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R=e -CL (34)

will yield a reflectivity of 0,09, which when used with the

* new length of 700 micrometers in Eq (27) will yield the

Soriginal externa. quantum efficiency of 0.85. Using this

assumption, then, that for any value L, a constant external

quantum efficiency can be maintained. Similarly, the value

of Jtp which also contains the parameter C (Ref Eq [22])

can also be maintained at a constant value for any value of

L by appropriately changing the reflectivity.

Next, the term 2V-7KAT/PdWK(l W2 /L 2 ) will be con-

sidered. The elliptic integral K(l - W2 /L 2 ) will reach a

minimum when W = L. Therefore, taking into account the W

in the denominator, the entire term will reach a maximum

(contributing the most to Pstim) for a very small W equal

to a very small L. However, the dominant term in Eq (33)

is the LW factor out front, indicating Pstim will increase

with increasing L and W.

Pstim is plotted as a function of L, for W equal to 50,

100, 150, and 200 micrometers in Fig. 20, using the follow-
ing assumptions: Theat sink = 77K; i = 1 (Ref 54); a is

approximately constant at 6 cm" 1 over a limited range of L;

V = 1.5 Volts ("Ief 54:134); and finally, R is altered an

appropriate amount for each value of L to maintain a con-

stant ?ext of 0.83 and a constant Jt of 500 A/cm2 as dis-

cussed above.
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Fig. 20. Stimulated Power vs •aser Length fo• Different
Values of Width (Jt = 500 A/cm ; C = •0.0 cm' ; V = 1.5 Volts;

K = 2 W/cm deg; T = 1OK; Pd = 1 x 10-Qcncm; 17ext = 0.83)
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The resultant plot of Fig. 20 indicates that for short

Ilasers, the output power increases with increasing length
and width, as was determined in Chapter IV (Refs Fig. 13).

However, for long lasers (L greater than 0.5 mnn), the trend

of output power as a function of laser width W. is differ-

ent. The results of this chapter indicate that maximum

power can be obtained from a narrow (small W) laser. Therei

is a tradeoff between these results in a device with realis-

tic dimensions. Based on the reported performance of exist- -

ing devices, a laser width of 50 to 100 micrometers would be

a reasonable parameter. A device with length L, greater1

than 1 mm, then could theoretically yield a CW output power

of several watts.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations I

It is strikingly clear from the results of Chap-

ters IV and V, that the output power of a semiconductor.. 1
laser can be dramatically increased by increasing the laser

length, L. The magnitude of the width, W, is limited by

the thermal considerations, discussed in Chapter V. From

Fig. 20, it can be seen that the greatest power per unit

length can be achieved from devices with a relatively small
W (near 50 micrometers). The output power can be further "

A

optimized by choosing an appropriate value of reflectivity,

R, for the selected L, that will result in the maximum

external quantum efficiency from Eq (27). Altering the

reflectivity can be readily accomplished by coating the

output facet of the laser with a dielectric antireflective

film.

These results are precisely those that would be

expected in light of basic laser theory and the behavior of

solid state and gas dynamic lasers. If the volume of the

active region is increased, by increasing the length of the

lasing medium, then there will be more injected electrons

involved in the process of stimulated emission, resulting

in the production of more photons, and hence greater total

output power.

A principal difference between semiconductor lasers
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and other lasers, however, is that the thickness, t, of the

active region, must be maintained at a small value (between

0.25 to 1.00 micrometers) compared to the diffusion length

of the minority carriers, so that uniform excitation of the

active region can be achieved. Theoretically, if the thick- 1

ness, d, of the optical cavity is decreased, so that it is

equal to the value of t (in which case the device becomes a

DH laser) the maximum output power will be realized. Real-

istically, however, there is a limit to the magnitude of

the optical flux density, that can be tolerated by the out-

put facet (Ref Appendix). The LOC laser proposed by Lock-

wood et al. has the unique feature, that the active region

thickness, t, can be maintained small, while increasing the

optical cavity thickness, do through proper variation of

the Aluminum content in the layers of the heterostructure.

A larger d will result in a larger output facet area, capa-

ble of withstanding a greater total optical flux, compared

to the generally small facet area common to DH lasers.

The goal of this thesis has been to study the param-

eters which will affect the maximum power yield of a single

device. Obviously even greater total power may be achieved

by connecting several devices together in an amplifier

chain. This technique has already been successfully imple-

mented in a variety of systems for the Air Force (Refs 56;

57) and Army (Ref 58).

In light of the results of this thesis, the following

recommendations are presented for the continLation of the
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L solution to the overall high power CW problem. A study of

new crystal growth procedures and methods sc sMCD

would reveal which process would be most suitable for the

fabrication of long (greater than 1 mm) lasers. Improve-
:•i ,: ments in heat-sink, designg particularly in the method the :

laser is bonded to the heat sink are needed to achieve the

most efficient evacuation of heat from the device,

Although the material parameters of GaAs and

AlxGal.xAs were used in the output power computations of

Chapters IV and V, further study would be appropriate to

determine if lasers fabricated from other semiconductor

materials could produce even greater power. From Eq (30),

it can be seen that materi&l parameters such as absorbtion,

bandgap energy, and electrical and thermal conductivity

will affect the CW output power of a semiconductor laser.

In conclusion, then, a long narrow heterostructure

laser with a thin optical cavity (W of the order of 50 to

100 micrometers and L greater than 1 mm) having a low end

reflectivity, shows the best promise of yielding the maxi-

mum CW output power.
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Appendix

Laser Degradation

Degradation Phenomena

that Several previous studies of GaAs lasers indicate

that two types of degradation occur in these devices.

Lasers operated at very high power suffer from "catastro-

phic degradation"; and, "gradual degradation" of lasers

operated CW at high power levels has been observed.
•: I

Catastrophic degradation of GaAs lasers is charac- I

terized by the formation of pits or grooves in the laser

facets followed by complete laser failure. This phenomenon 4

is believed to be directly related to the optical flux den-

sity at the output facet (Ref 59:5419). An unexpected but

most significant result of experiments by Kressel and .,

Mierop with pulsed homojunction lasers indicate that catas-

trophic degradation will occur at a lower output power for

devices operating at 77K than for devices operating at 300K.

The facet damage is believed to be caused by stimulated

Brillouin emission and the consequent formation of destruc-

tive acoustical waves (Ref 59:5419). The temperature

dependence is assumed to occur because of the increase of

the acoustic phonon mean free path with decreasing tempera-

ture (Ref 59:5420). The damage mechanism was observed by

Kressel and Mierop to occur at 1.8 to 2.5 MW/cm2 at 77K and
2!

5,8 to 8 MW/cm2 at 300K for pulsed lasers (Ref 59:5420).
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The damage threshold for lasers operated CW is con-

siderably lower. An experimental study of "stripe geoinetry"

heterostructure lasers operated CW was conducted by Ladany

and Kressel (Ref 60). Failure of the devices occurred at

23 to 35 mW output in the diodes with 13 micrometer stripes

and 90 to 100 mW output in the diodes with 50 micrometer

wide stripes (Ref 60:233). These results indicate an opti-.

cal flux of approximately 0.20 to 0.42 MW/cm. at failure,

which is an order of magnitude lower than the damage thresh-

IT old for pulsed lasers. In addition it was noted that the

threshold for damage was even lower than these figures if

dust or other foreign materials were present on the surface

of the facet (Ref 60:236). Finally, it has been observed A

that lasers which originally had an irregular near field

mode pattern (as a result of inherent crystal imperfections)

degraded much more rapidly than those with a uniform mode

pattern (Ref 52:29).
': ~Non-catast~rophic or gradual degradat~ion is a more :

complex phenomenon. Research conducted by Kressel and Byer
(Ref 52) indicates that the dominant factor in this process

is a gradual reduction in the internal radiative quantum

efficiency. After a long operating time, "beady" laser

emission becomes noticeable (Ref 52:28). These beads grow,

Creating a phenomenon that has come to be known as Dark

Line Defects (DLD). Further research by Kressel et al.

with GaAlAs lasers (Ref 61:305-306) suggests that the cause

of this degradation is the formation of non-radiative
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impurity centers through non-radiative electron hole recoin-

bination. Two significant results of this research are:

(1) gradual degradation of the laser occurs much faster at

high temperature; and, (2) gradual degradation of CW lasers

occurs more rapidly than degradation of pulsed lasers

(Ref 61%307).

Lasers operated CW over long periods of time exhibit

"facet erosion," which is different from catastrophic "facet

damage," discussed previously. Results obtained by Chinone

et al, indicate that this facet erosion and consequent

decrease in output efficiency is directly proportional to

the optical flux density (Ref 62:1160-1161).

Control of Laser Degradation

Operation of Ga.As lasers at high CW power output,

then, results in both gradual and catastrophic degradation.

Catastrophic degradation due to laser facet damage

can be controlled to -some extent through the use of oxide

coatings on the laser facet. Experiments conducted by-

Ettenberg et al. (Ref 63) have shown that a coating of SiOI to reduce the facet reflectivity has proven effective in
increasing the threshold for catastrophic damage. Experi-

ments conducted by Ladany et al. (Ref 64) indicate thatj

gradual facet erosion can be controlled by coatings of

A1203 -

same combination of these techniques would be bene-

ficial for increasing the lifetime and damage threshold of
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the RF modulated, DC biased diode (the device of primary

concern for this thesis), which is subject to both the

catastrophic degradation normally associated with pulsed

lasers and the gradual degradation normally associated with

CW lasers. Gradual degradation due to the formation of

non-.radiative impurity centers is a phenomenon that is not

well understood. Further research in this area is war-

ranted. The danage mechanism for catastrophic degradation .

is directly related to the optical flux through the facet.

Increasing the dimensions of the laser facet would permit

tolerance of a greater total power by the output facet.

Finally, imperfections in the crystal, resulting from

crystal growth and preparation, have a serious effect on

the optimum power which can be sustained in a GaAs laser.

Technological advances in the preparation of these crystals

such as LPE, VPE, MBE, and MOCVD may make it possible to

develop purer crystals than have been used previously.

/4
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